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T

he growth of renewable energy generation (averaging
25% a year for the last decade)
has been mainly and least costly
financed by BNDES (Brazilian Development Bank). However, considering the current structural and
conjectural conditions of the Brazilian economy, developing new financing sources is indispensable
to allow the next investment leap
in renewable sources. BCSD-Brazil has requested this study in
order to identify obstacles that
prevent or make the access to
available resources harder to finance renewable energy projects,
and propose solutions to eliminate or reduce said barriers.
Among the so-called alternative
sources (such definition does not
include hydropower), wind power presented the largest recent
growth, with its development being encouraged by more favorable exchange and interest rates
if compared to now, and by international suppliers’ idle capacity,
all of which helped wind power
plants to reach generation costs
close to those by hydropower
plants. Solar PV generation is the
new borderline, however, it has
also proven to be the area where
constraints to financing are more
urgent: 1.8 GW were hired by the
end of 2017, creating the need for
about 6 billion Brazilian Reais in
investments during that period.
Yet, conditions are still not favorable enough due to the lack
of local suppliers, exchange rate
volatility, and restrictive financing sources. After a rapid growth
between 2008 and 2010, biomass
has participated less in the Regulated Energy Market.

•••
Developing new financing
sources is indispensable to
allow the next investment
leap in renewable sources.

In 2012, the Brazilian Electric Energy Agency’s (Aneel’s) resolution
482/2012 established the norm for distributed mini and micro generation, and not only its growth is still incipient (1,731 plants by December/2015), but there are also tax and financing barriers still present.
This study has identified and classified the main obstacles to financing
renewable sources, with the following highlights:
a. Barriers to financing centralized generation (utility scale)
1. Subsidized and private credit:
•

As an alternative to capital market, BNDES credit offers
lower fees but requires national content, in a moment
when national equipment industry has not been fully developed yet.

•

Subsidized rates do not reflect real operational costs,
therefore imposing a high tax burden.

•

Underuse of private financing companies’ intelligence
and expertise when modeling projects, combining credit
tools, and formatting bridge loans.

2. Overseas Funding: lower interest rates, but a high cost of
managing foreign exchange risk (estimated 10-15%), due to
volatile exchange rates and long-term contracts.
3. Financial institutions’ expertise: small projects to be analyzed as Project Finance, while other areas are used to standardized operations.
4. High risk perception increases the return demanded by investors:
•

Some technologies and processes are fairly new in Brazil:
solar energy and other innovative technologies such as energy storage and geothermal generation. Biomass, small
hydro and wind power plants already have a track record.
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•

Some actors do not have long-term
credit history.

•

There are some actual risks in the
procedures to connect and distribute
generated energy.

b. Barriers to finance distributed generation
1. Information:
•

The product is complex, it needs
long-term projections about costs
and benefits in order to justify its
implementation.

•

For micro and mini generation, the expansion model is done through designation being, therefore, slow.

2. Investment:
•

•

High initial cost (residential: between
$12,000 and $100,000 reais - commerce and industry: between $600,000
and $6 million Brazilian Reais - power
plants: between $20 million and $120
million Brazilian Reais).

In the United States, the fast growth of distributed
PV generation happened thanks to PPA (power purchasing agreement) or leasing financing models.
Another of their differentials is the high participation
of innovation companies financed by risk capital
and private equity.
Among developing countries, Mexico must be highlighted as a pioneer in the wind power industry thanks
to the efficient use of thematic funds, multilateral
bodies and the government’s incentive to technology.

Solutions Proposed
The solutions identified by studying international
cases, interviewing local actors and researching can
be divided in 3 groups: a) thematic funds; b) financial
products and business models, and; c) regulatory
changes and tax incentives.
Thematic funds
•

Thematic funds and multilateral bodies (IFC,
IDB, AFD, USAID, EIB, KfW, GEF, CTF, GCF,
etc.) financially support projects directly
or indirectly, yet they have not been largely
used in Brazil.

•

IDB’s line for energy efficiency and distributed energy (EEGM - Energy Efficiency Guarantee Mechanism) must be highlighted: a
banking letter to finance distributed generation projects between US$ 0.1 and 1.6 million. Such mechanism can be scaled after
the pilot test period.

Mismatch between initial cost and
long-term benefits.

3. Lack of appropriate financial products
and business models:
•

Few specific lines of credit.

•

Difficulty in defining the loan’s security.

•

Little knowledge and use of alternative tools in Brazil: e.g. securitization
of Distributed Generation projects
portfolios, which is already in use in
the USA.

Financial products and business models
•

Infrastructure bonds are still underused as
consequence of the unfavorable market conditions and the focus given by tax incentives
to individual and foreign investors, valid for
emissions by 2020.

•

Bonds issued to finance renewable energy
products could be labeled as green bonds
(Picture 1).

International Experience
In Europe, the rapid growth was supported by feed-in
tariffs, which have imposed significant fiscal costs
and are in the process of being removed. Competitive bidding was introduced and some sources are
already competitive to coal.
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•

•

•

Supporting the creation of YieldCos (separation of operating renewable energy projects
in companies listed in the stock market that
pay dividends) can make some capital available, so established companies can invest in
new projects (Picture 2).

on projects with diversified locations, sources and stages of development.

Standardization of PPA and leasing contracts, which would allow the securitization
of contracts and distributed energy access to
the capital market (Pictures 3 and 4).
Development of Private Equity (FIPs in Brazil), dedicated to renewable energy, offering
the market the option of an investment based

•

The creation of FIER (Renewable Energy Investment Fund) would incentivize investments in renewable sources through a diversified tool that could offer tax benefits over
revenues, as currently works for FII (Real
State Funds).

•

The creation of a public fund to ease currency exchange hedge would reduce the managing costs of exchange risks when financing
in foreign currency, reducing the pressure on
BNDES resources.

Picture 1 - Utility Scale: Financing Solution 1: Green Bonds
DESCRIPTION AND APPEAL
•

Fixed-interest bonds that finance
climate mitigation or positive impact
environmental projects.

•

Financial characteristics similar to
traditional bonds.

•

They can be issued by governments, banks
or companies.

•

They may be Climate Bond Standard
certified or have an independent second
opinion about green credentials.

›

Pure play for investors with ESG criteria.

›

Possible reward (smaller fees).

›

Liquidity.

›

Possible proof of using certified resources.

Source: SITAWI – Finanças do Bem.

IMPACT AND TRADE-OFF
•

Diversification of sources.

•

Costs may be higher than BNDES’ and/or
have exchange currency risks.

NECESSARY ACTIONS
›

Regulate infrastructure bonds as green bonds.

›

Classify other bonds (e.g. real state bonds
Brazil) as green bonds to support distributed
generation (DG).

›

Sensitize domestic institutional investors to
issue bonds in national currency.
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Picture 2 - Utility Scale - Financing Solution 2: YIELDCOS

DESCRIPTION AND APPEAL
•
•

Listed companies.
Separate infrastructure assets related to energy,
with long-term contracts and predictable
cash flow.

•

Distribute available cash flow to shareholders
through dividends.

•

Offer growth by including other income flows,
while assets keep growing: the importance of
“first offer right”.

•

Crucial credibility to attract investments

›
›
›

Pure play for investors with ESG criteria
Liquidity, listed in the stock market
Answer to long-term investors attracted
by dividends

IMPACT AND TRADE-OFF
Sensitivity to interest rate vs dividend yield.
• Volatility of stock market investments.
• Only theoretical tax advantage.
•

NECESSARY ACTIONS
›

Achieve the scale needed (between 700MW and
1GW) or aggregate assets from competitors.

›

Refinance to make capital available for
new projects.

›

Creation of FIER (Renewable Energy Investment
Fund), with the same tax brackets as FIIs
(Real State Funds).

Source: SITAWI – Finanças do Bem

Picture 3 - Distributed Generation - Financing Solution 1:
Financing with compensation
DESCRIPTION AND APPEAL
•

Purchase through financing with
compensation/mortgage

•

Financing the electricity bill (distributor)

›

Reduced need for initial capital and
increased economic viability of the project

›

Avoided need for guarantees

›

Impact on the balance sheet (Brazil)

IMPACT AND TRADE-OFF
•

Exempt from the Tax over Goods and
Services Consumption during the period
of fiscal adjustment

•

Impact on distributors’ revenue in an
economically fragile moment

NECESSARY ACTIONS
›

Regulate incentives so distributors provide
for installation services

›

Stimulate opt-ins to the National Council for
Financial Policy membership on Tax over
Goods and Services Consumption exemption

Source: SITAWI – Finanças do Bem
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Picture 4 - Distributed Generation - Financing Solution 2: PPA or leasing
DESCRIPTION AND APPEAL
•

Utility finances the project, buys, installs,
and operates the system.

•

Comnsumer Unity owner acquires 100% of
the produced energy at a usually competitive
cost if compared to the distributor’s.

•

Leasing: owner monthly pays for rent and
there is no energy sale.

›

Pure play for investors with
sustainability criteria

›

Liquidity

›

Securitization allows for credit enhancement

IMPACT AND TRADE-OFF
•

Exempt from the Tax over Goods and
Services Consumption during the period of
fiscal adjustment

•

Impact on distributors’ revenue in an
economically fragile moment.

NECESSARY ACTIONS
›

Working group of market actors to study
performance agreements and measures.

›

Define if agreements are related to the owner
or the real state.

Source: SITAWI – Finanças do Bem

Regulatory changes and tax incentives:
•

•

Publishing of a formal schedule of federal
biddings, creating other state biddings on renewable energy and increasing agreements’
duration to match the useful life of equipment
would contribute to a favorable institutional
environment and to generate the needed scale
to attract investors and equipment suppliers.
Attracting component suppliers through educating labor, installing distributed generation
in public buildings and offering discounts in
Tax over Services municipal bracket for installing distributed energy services would
disseminate technology by creating a production chain.

•

All states joining the National Council for Financial Policy on Tax over Goods and Services
Consumption exemption over locally produced energy would eliminate double taxing,
which has limited the growth of distributed
energy so far.

•

Reducing import taxes, expanding REIDI
(Special Regime to Support Infrastructure
Development) and bilateral agreements to reduce the costs of exchange rate management
would allow the import of equipment in more
favorable conditions, while the local industry
is not fully developed.

•

Public securities in the lines offered by IDB’s
EEGM would help reduce the costs of financing.
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